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Readers may have seen the heated argument between Laure Adler and Franz Olivier Giesbert on TV.
The lady journalist, a peroxide blonde with sausage lips and tightened skin, reproached FOG for having
written in his latest book, Histoire intime de la Vème République (Intimate History of the Fifth Republic) that
on his way to the Saint-Charles train station via the Cannebière, he could no longer hear French spoken.
And then… My God! What drama! Horresco referens! The cries of outrage by the lady journalist rendered
Giesbert immobile. FOG, cornered, defended himself for being a white man and for being, on the
contrary, cosmopolitan. "You are white and proud of it. There are not enough white people around you,"
concluded Mrs. Adler, who then came to the conclusion that her colleague's remarks were racist, which
left him speechless.

Now I’m not one to comment on the skits flashing on cathode-ray screens, but the head-on clash of
these two journalists was to me a hilarious episode with a calamitous moral and laughable conclusions,
revealing what is wrong in France for both of them: the disconnect of the elites and the consequences
of the real world finally made visible.

Being familiar with Christophe Guilluy, I could only think back to his analyses in Fractures françaises
(French Fractures), where he notes the irreparable and final separation of the cities where the darling
children of globalism live and those who live in the peripheries. The former despise the latter politically
and culturally and loathe and reject their electoral options and political opinions. They are the “In” and
“bottom up” people; and on the other hand, there are the penniless, the sweaty, the “down.” The first
ones are rootless, post-national, from everywhere and nowhere; while the other ones, rooted and
religious, represent the moldy, Petainist, reactive, eternally anti-Semitic France. We know how it goes.
In this story, very nearly a farce, these two hacks of the left and center-right journalism are retailers who
buy from the same wholesaler, the other side of the same coin. Have a look.

Let's start with Franz Olivier Giesbert, a Marseille native at heart, who feels at home in this cosmopolitan
city and who says so loud and clear. To be a cosmopolitan like Paul Morand, to stay at the Ritz and the
Danieli in Venice, to travel the length and breadth of Europe, to be a great performer at Savile Row and
Times Square, I can understand that. To be a great European like Ernst Jünger, handling French as well
as German, conscious of a concert of nations, I am can go along with that—but a cosmopolitanism
which is the prerogative of an elite, sure of being heir to its own civilization, like Valéry, Nietzsche,
Zweig, Fumaroli.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/2072966817/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=postil17-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=2072966817&linkId=fb74ad60c28c7af5dbc81e655427d265
https://www.marseille-tourisme.com/en/discover-marseille/highlights/the-essentials/la-canebiere/
https://www.thepostil.com/the-rise-of-ordinary-people/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/208149471X/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=postil17-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=208149471X&linkId=e35ff6ece610f8dbe57c3dcd92c570be
https://www.thepostil.com/eumeswil-or-whither-human-excellence/
https://www.thepostil.com/marc-fumaroli-between-war-and-peace/
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The current cosmopolitans, thus modern and not inhabited by the old world, make the mistake of
applying as a universal principle their own bourgeois life to the whole world, of maintaining that there is
no nation, of subscribing to miscegenation and diversity for the people below, while never living within
the diversity they cherish, still feeling protected by their areas of residence and having renounced
civilization in favor of a living-together, based on human rights, relativism and consumerism.

Giesbert does not understand that the problem lies in the shift from quality to quantity. There is
strength in numbers. One goes from a conversation of literates who speak French in Vienna to a
suburban RER station in Clichy la Garenne. What is seen as the diplomacy of the spirit now becomes, by
its application in general law, a mixing of cultures stupidly qualified as wealth. Living together does not
work because people from different countries, coming in too large numbers, poor, concentrated in
certain places, no longer seek to assimilate into France, into the French, into French work. Everything
has been done to prevent them from doing so.

One must read Tom Wolfe's The Bonfire of the Vanities to see that the American situation is not so far
from what FOG is experiencing in Marseille. Diasporas live together, speak their dialect, their language,
and end up hating each other. Giesbert is Sherman MacCoy who discovers reality: multiculturalism is
cosmopolitanism from below, for the masses and for the poor, which does not produce anything happy.
The Lebaneseization of our country is the symptom of an archipelago which, when these islands come
together, will, alas, set off fireworks.

Giesbert's reaction reminds me of Bossuet's cult phrase "God laughs at men who deplore the
consequences while they cherish the causes." Giesbert, the defender of liberalism, of laissez-faire,
supporter of Maastrichtian Europeanism, sometimes Mitterrandian, sometimes Chiracian, sometimes
Sarkozist, is caught in the contradictions of his own ideology. No, France is not McDonald’s; people do
not come as they are. No, it is not enough to work and respect the laws to make a nation. This is already
the vice of liberalism, which prefers belonging to labor capital over and above cultural belonging. The
great replacement is a fact, but it needs a genitive, as we say in Latin, to be the great replacement of
France from below by the immigration of work that has become that of settlement. In the logic of
liberalism, a lawyer does not have to be replaced by a Kosovar or Congolese lawyer, but a plasterer, a
sushi delivery man, and yes, a security guard. Perhaps, Mr. Giesbert realizes in his old age what is
happening, like the sad sire, Onfray, supporter of Zemmour, like our dear Jean-Marie Rouart, former
Freemason turned Catholic, in a successful book, Ce pays des hommes sans Dieu (This Land of Men
without God).

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0312427573/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=postil17-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0312427573&linkId=1e1b82a17d97789eb18999a157155cc5
https://michelonfray.com/
https://www.parti-reconquete.fr/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/2382920130/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=postil17-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=2382920130&linkId=a6643f7921a5e95b2752947ed950066c
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It is precisely because Franz-Olivier Giesbert is beginning to understand that Laure Adler, judge and
jury, felt obliged to point out his curious, tendentious and dangerous remarks. She is the illustration of
what has become of the sixty-eight year-old Left. I can't help but think of that acidic book by Tom
Wolfe, Radical Chic & Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers, in which he describes Leonard Bernstein,
cashmere sweater over his shoulders, raising his fist in the air when he meets a Black Panther activist.
This bourgeois Left has taken power through a cultural coup d'état (just as it did in 1789), by taking over
the subsidized positions in culture, radio, newspapers, universities, national education, and the
European Parliament. Mrs. Adler, fifty years of political and intellectual journalism on France culture, has
been the red carpet of all the intellectualism of the last decades, selling us autistic feminism, hysterical
anti-racism, blissful Europeanism, the culture of the margins, and deconstruction by those crazy people
from Derrida, Althusser and Co.

For Ms. Adler, being offended by the fact that French is no longer spoken in France is racist. What!? Any
country that wants to survive can only do so through a people, a land, a language. The self-
righteousness of a bourgeoisie so outdated, outraged in front of reality, speaks volumes about the state
of the disconnect. Mrs. Adler reproaches Giesbert for being white and for wanting to surround himself
with white people. But does she herself really surround herself with people of diversity? In her milieu, is
she not surrounded by people of her own class? Like over at Mediapart, where there is not a single
French person of foreign origin but only an assembly of granivores. The only blacks or Arabs that Laure
Adler sees are her cleaning lady, her Uber delivery man, the guy who checks her Hermès bag at the
entrance to BHV or her looks at her Covid passport. The cynicism of ideas has a face. Tolerance, no-
frontierism, crazy anti-racism all have accompanied liberalism's own desire to see Mohamed
Charkaoui's grandson, a plasterer who arrived in 1975, become a parcel deliveryman. A drift of the
capitalism of connivance.

Since the revolution eats its children and an abundance of rulers is detrimental, Mrs. Adler understands
that it was necessary, at her age, to reinvent herself. One would almost have thought that Mitterrand
had come back. But here she is, subscribing to Wokism to stay in the game and to survive on TV, where
everything is understood in terms of skin color, oppression and minorities.

On the Left, she adheres to the most ridiculous anti-racism, but she also subscribes to the long speech
of the neoliberal candidate Macron in Marseille in 2017, who saw in the Phocaean city Ghanaians,
Moroccans, Algerians, Congolese, Italians, Portuguese, Turks, Brazilians and tutti quanti, but not a single
French person of foreign origin. The irony is that this Marxist Left, fifty years on, like a Dumas novel, has

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0312429134/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=postil17-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0312429134&linkId=9fb561ea0fdd6b98b71673a3b32f50db
https://www.mediapart.fr/en/english
https://en.oui.sncf/en/article/le-bhv-marais-department-store-and-a-whole-universe-in-the-heart-of-paris
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Princess_Lalla_Malika_of_Morocco
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Princess_Lalla_Malika_of_Morocco
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gone from the Mao scarf to the Rotary Club. It is Goupil that loathes the Yellow Vests, the con Bandit,
agent of the Americans in the European Union, old Glucksmann who supported the war in Iraq.

That the media hacks of power tear each other apart is self-evident; that they do so in public can be
embarrassing. But it reveals a certainty: fools ever glory in what should shame them—it is the height of
foolishness.

Nicolas Kinosky is at the Centres des Analyses des Rhétoriques Religieuses de l’Antiquité. This articles
appears through the very kind courtesy La Nef.

Featured image: "The Pig-faced Woman and the Spanish Mule" Caricature by George Cruikshank,
published 21 March 1815.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romain_Goupil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Cohn-Bendit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andr%C3%A9_Glucksmann
https://lanef.net/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:The_Pig-faced_Lady_and_the_Spanish_Mule.jpg
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